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OpenLimit Holding AG: CeBIT 2011: RA-MICRO fully integrates long-term
storage solution provided by Fujitsu and OpenLimit
Signing of a cooperation agreement relating to the integration of the software solution
Fujitsu SecDocs at CeBIT 2011

Hannover, March 2nd, 2011 – Today at the CeBIT trade show, RA-MICRO, Fujitsu and OpenLimit
signed the official partnership agreement which coincided with the launch of the live
operation of Fujitsu SecDocs. Thanks to the integration of Fujitsu SecDocs into the leading
software solution for law firms in Germany, classic paper based file storage systems become
obsolete. Going forward, clients of RA-MICRO can reliably and comfortably access digitally
stored file originals for years to come and as long as required.
RA-MICRO thus will be the first to offer a BSI-certified solution for long-term storage to their
clients. The middleware solution Fujitsu „SecDocs“, which was developed in close
cooperation between Fujitsu and OpenLimit, enables tamper-proof and legally binding longterm storage including secure backup of relevant electronic documents at the push of a
button. This option will be available by RA-MICRO exclusively to clients in the field of German
lawyer’s and notary offices.
“The integration of Fujitsu SecDocs will provide RA-MICRO customers with an elegant,
economic and reliable storage solution for electronic documents” says Dr. Clemens Pieper,
CEO of RA-MICRO. ”Once the software has been activated, the user no longer needs to worry
about the statutory requirements for secure long-term storage. Due to the BSI certification
according to Common Criteria EAL 4+ it is assured that the documents are always available
manipulation free and maintaining their full evidentiary value. Thanks to the modern
archiving in a local cloud in Germany this is true even after a complete data loss at the law
office itself.”

About Fujitsu
Fujitsu is a leading provider of ICT-based business solutions for the global marketplace. With
approximately 173,000 employees supporting customers in 70 countries, Fujitsu combines a
worldwide corps of systems and services experts with highly reliable computing and
communications products and advanced microelectronics to deliver added value to
customers. Headquartered in Tokyo, Fujitsu Limited (TSE:6702) reported consolidated
revenues of 4.6 trillion yen (US$50 billion) for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2010.
http://www.fujitsu.com

About Fujitsu Technology Solutions
Fujitsu Technology Solutions is the leading European IT infrastructure provider. With its
range of products for enterprises, small and medium-sized companies, as well as for private
customers, the corporation is represented in all key markets in Europe, Africa, the Middle
East and India. Within the framework of its strategic orientation to Dynamic Infrastructures,
the corporation offers a comprehensive portfolio of IT products, solutions and services for
PCs and notebooks, taking in data centre solutions through to Managed Infrastructure und
Infrastructure-as-a-Service solutions. Fujitsu Technology Solutions employs over 13,000
people and is part of the global Fujitsu Group.
http://de.ts.fujitsu.com/aboutus

About RA MICRO GmbH
RA-MICRO GmbH based in Europarc Drelinden near Berlin is the developer of the leading
attorney and notary office software in Germany of the same name. The software is used in
more than 16.000 law firms and 60.000 work stations. The company was founded in 1982 by
the lawyer Dr. Peter Becker, who is still active as the company’s CEO.
The range of products comprises the modular-built law firm software as well as the RAeproduct family: Online research for laywers (RAeRC), German laws (RAeDG), German lawyer
search service (RAeDASD), German collection of adjudication (RAeRS), German lawyer
commentary (RAeK), toolbar for lawyers and the web store (RAeS). At the CeBIT 2011 RAMICRO presents the new App software for smartphones, tablets and hybrid laptops with
touch technologies and their connection to the law office software.

About OpenLimit
OpenLimit Holding AG is an internationally leading provider of certified software for
electronic signatures and identities. Our software components can easily be integrated into

existing applications, enable the efficient management of electronic documents, mediaconsistent workflows and process optimization in all business areas. Maximum security and
legal validity are the outstanding features of the software solutions on offer. OpenLimit
holds the very first certification recognizing compliance with the most stringent
international security standard for software products, Common Criteria EAL4+.
For further information, please visit: http://www.openlimit.com
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Legal disclaimer
The contents of this announcement are solely intended for informational purposes and do
not constitute a solicitation or offer, or recommendation, to buy or sell securities of the
company. The OpenLimit Holding AG shall accept no obligation for losses which arise in any
way in connection with this announcement or the information provided by the company. This
particularly applies for the losses of shares of the OpenLimit Holding AG.

